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Fluid Tasks and Fluid Teams

Fluid Tasks and Fluid Teams:
The Impact of Diversity in Experience and Team Familiarity on
Team Performance
In this paper, we consider how the structures of tasks and teams interact to affect team performance. We
study the effects of diversity in experience on a team’s ability to respond to task changes, by separately
examining interpersonal team diversity (i.e., differences in experience across the entire team) and
intrapersonal team diversity (i.e., whether individuals on the team are more or less specialized). We also
examine whether team familiarity — team members’ prior experience working with one another — helps
teams to better manage challenges created by task changes and greater interpersonal team diversity.
Using detailed project- and individual-level data from an Indian software services firm, we find that the
interaction of task-change with intrapersonal diversity is related to improved project performance, while
the interaction of task-change with interpersonal diversity is related to diminished performance.
Additionally, the interaction of team familiarity with interpersonal diversity is related to improved project
performance in some cases. Our results highlight a need for more nuanced approaches to leveraging
experience in team management.
Key Words: Diversity, Knowledge Work, Project Flexibility, Task Change, Team Familiarity

1. Introduction
Many manufacturing and service operations consist of fluid teams executing projects for different
customers (Edmondson and Nembhard 2009; Huckman et al. 2009). A team is characterized as “fluid” if
its members bring their diverse experience sets together to generate output, after which the team is
disassembled and its members move on to new projects (Arrow and McGrath 1995). Not only are teams
more fluid in many contexts, but so, too, is the work those teams perform. Tasks change frequently —
often in-process — as a result of a number of factors, including: co-production with customers’ in-service
work (Fuchs 1968; Frei 2006), mass customization in manufacturing (Pine 1993), and changing
requirements in knowledge work (Staats et al. 2010). In this paper, we consider how fluid tasks and fluid
teams interact to affect team performance.
The expected impact of fluid tasks on team performance is negative (Fisher and Ittner 1999; Bohn
2000; Repenning 2001): when work is changed in-process, a team’s existing processes are disrupted and
the team may find its previous efforts to be of little value (e.g., due to wasted set-up times, Hopp and
Spearman 2008) or it may not have adequate or appropriate resources to complete new tasks. In this
paper, we identify moderating variables that may help teams remain flexible in responding to changing
tasks. The concept of fluid teams suggests two possible moderators: (1) diversity in team member
experience and (2) team familiarity (i.e., members’ prior shared work experience).
Diversity in team member experience may help a team respond to changing tasks. As team
members with diverse experience interact, they may discover new uses for and combinations of their
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diverse knowledge sets (Harrison and Klein 2007; Sosa 2010). Working in concert, team members may
better filter new information (Wiersema and Bantel 1993). Even if diversity in members’ experience is
useful in theory, it may be less so in practice due to coordination challenges among team members that it
can create (Bunderson and Sutcliffe 2002). The fact that a team’s members have relevant knowledge does
not guarantee their success in using it (Faraj and Sproull 2000; Pfeffer and Sutton 2000). These points
suggest that a team’s diversity could positively or negatively impact performance when tasks change.
To examine this issue further, we draw on the concepts of interpersonal and intrapersonal
diversity (Bunderson and Sutcliffe 2002). While interpersonal diversity captures the difference in
experience sets across team members, intrapersonal diversity is a team-level measure that captures
differences within team members (i.e., is the team comprised of members who are individually more, or
less, diverse?). With more diverse individual experiences, team members might map current problems to
past experiences more accurately (Gavetti et al. 2005) or use differing cognitive representations more
effectively to define and solve problems in new ways (Prahalad and Bettis 1986).

Also, more

intrapersonally diverse teams may be less likely to suffer from cognitive biases such as overconfidence
(Burke and Steensma 1998) and more likely to engage in information-sharing within the team (Bunderson
and Sutcliffe 2002). Since each of these factors may prove helpful when tasks change, we hypothesize a
positive interaction from task change and intrapersonal diversity on team performance.
Alternatively, controlling for intrapersonal diversity, our expectation is that interpersonal
diversity may interact with task changes to create the opposite effect (i.e., worse team performance). For
example, prior research has noted that interpersonally diverse teams encounter process difficulties such as
more conflict, less cohesion, and less trust (Tsui et al. 1992; Jehn et al. 1999; Pelled et al. 1999). These
issues may prove particularly problematic in a context of changing tasks. We therefore hypothesize that
interpersonal diversity and task change will have a negative interaction effect on performance.
In addition to considering the diversity of team members' experiences, we examine team
familiarity. Prior investigations of fluid teams have identified the important role that shared work
experience plays in successful team performance (Reagans et al. 2005; Espinosa et al. 2007; Huckman et
al. 2009). Huckman, Staats, and Upton (2009) used a dataset smaller than that employed in the present
study, to identify a positive effect of team familiarity on project team performance. Here we are interested
in whether this effect is contingent on two circumstances: task change and interpersonal diversity in
experience. Individuals on a team who have worked together previously may help their team cope with
changing tasks, which often render existing codified procedures less useful. Given that shared prior work
experience enables tacit coordination between individuals, this shared experience might provide a robust
system for teams to respond to changing tasks (Weick and Roberts 1993). We therefore hypothesize that
team familiarity and task change have a positive interaction effect on team performance.
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Shared prior work experience may also prove useful as an aid for teams that are more
interpersonally diverse: Members who have worked together before are better able to accurately locate
knowledge in a group, effectively share the knowledge they possess, and then use this knowledge to reach
a desired outcome (Liang et al. 1995; Reagans et al. 2005). These benefits may be particularly salient for
interpersonally diverse teams. We therefore hypothesize that team familiarity may have a positive
interaction effect with interpersonal team diversity on project team performance.
The empirical setting for this paper is Wipro Technologies, a leading knowledge-based
organization that competes in the global software services industry. One challenge in studying the effects
of fluid tasks and fluid teams on team performance has been identifying business settings that offer the
combination of detailed information on the experience of individual team members, objective measures of
team performance, and the requisite controls. Our setting offers all three. We evaluate the performance of
software development projects completed from 2004 through 2006, yielding a final sample of several
hundred projects. We then couple this information with detailed human capital data that tracks the
experience accumulation of the thousands of project team members over a longer time period.
We define diversity in experience in terms of team members’ prior activities at the firm. In
particular, we focus on the different customers for which employees have worked. In our setting,
customer experience is relevant because the execution of a project requires significant customer
interaction; customer experience thus provides potentially useful information about the process used by
specific customers and within particular industries (Boone et al. 2008). In addition to collecting individual
experience data, Wipro tracks detailed project-level data, including the percentage of requirements
changed during the course of a project. After controlling for several project and team characteristics, as
well as the independent effects of task change, intrapersonal diversity, interpersonal diversity, and team
familiarity, we test for evidence of interaction effects between the relevant constructs on a project’s
performance with respect to its effort and schedule estimates.
This paper makes four main contributions. First, it theorizes about and empirically investigates
how team composition can lead to project flexibility in knowledge work. As more operational activity
shifts to knowledge work completed by teams, there is a need to understand the complex dynamics of
those teams in more detail (Senge 1990; Edmondson and Nembhard 2009). Second, we gain insight into
how diversity in team experience is a double-edged sword under conditions of task change. We find it
necessary to distinguish between interpersonal and intrapersonal diversity within a team. While diverse
individuals in a team may help address knowledge gaps, this diversity may be detrimental if team
coordination issues are not addressed. Holding interpersonal diversity constant, we find that teams with
relatively more generalists (i.e., higher intrapersonal diversity) are more likely to deliver projects
successfully when tasks change. Alternatively, holding intrapersonal diversity constant, we find that
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teams of individuals with experience that is more dissimilar (i.e., higher interpersonal diversity) are less
likely to deliver a project successfully.
Third, while prior work finds a consistent main effect for the impact of team familiarity on
performance (Reagans et al. 2005; Espinosa et al. 2007; Huckman et al. 2009), we empirically examine
conditions under which team familiarity may be especially valuable. In particular, we find that team
familiarity helps a team manage differences in prior experience across its members (i.e., interpersonal
diversity) in some cases. Finally, our work responds to recent appeals to build more behavioral theory into
operations (Boudreau et al. 2003; Loch and Wu 2007; Gino and Pisano 2008). By examining individuals’
interactions and prior experience, we gain insight into how team efficiency may be improved.

2. Task Change, Team Diversity, and Team Familiarity
To motivate our hypotheses, we examine the independent and interacted effects of task change,
interpersonal diversity, intrapersonal diversity, and team familiarity.
2.1 Fluid Tasks and Team Diversity
The expected effect of in-process task change on team performance is negative (Fisher and Ittner
1999; Bohn 2000; Repenning 2001). When tasks are changed in process, a number of operational
disruptions may occur (Wallace et al. 2004; Rai et al. 2009). The first, and most straightforward, concern
is that additional work is created. In addition to a potentially increased total amount of work, changes
disrupt existing processes and information flows within the team (Sosa et al. 2004; Sosa 2008; Gokpinar
et al. 2010). New connections may be required to tie additional work into existing tasks. At a minimum,
work complexity increases. If the initial work was not designed for such interconnections (e.g., with well
specified interfaces), then significant rework may be necessary on parts of the project that had been
considered complete (Baldwin and Clark 2000). Task change may also negatively impact team
performance by disrupting the team’s time pacing (Harrison et al. 2003). Social entrainment theory notes
that internal processes of a team may become synchronized with an external source such as a deadline
(McGrath and Kelly 1986). When a disruption occurs, the team must allocate valuable time to readjusting
its processes and rhythms. Finally, when tasks are changed, a team may learn that the new work requires
knowledge or resources the team lacks. If the team cannot access such knowledge or resources,
performance may be compromised.
Given the frequency with which tasks change during a project, there is an increasing need for
flexibility in projects’ management (De Meyer et al. 2002). The concept of fluid teams suggests two
possible ways to increase the flexibility of a project team: (1) diversity in team member experience and
(2) team familiarity. We first consider diversity in team member experience, drawing on a long tradition
of research on diversity in teams and organizations (for reviews see, Harrison and Klein 2007; van
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Knippenberg and Schippers 2007). Drawing on that literature, we first examine the concept of
interpersonal diversity, or the difference in experience across team members.
Interpersonal diversity can positively impact a team’s (1) information-processing capacity (Hinsz
et al. 1997) and (2) overall knowledge set, both of which can improve team performance. As team
members interact, they may discover new uses for and combinations of their diverse knowledge (Harrison
and Klein 2007; Sosa 2010). Working in concert, they may be better able to filter new information
(Wiersema and Bantel 1993),as individuals may interpret events differently. Interpersonal diversity may
also result in greater aggregate knowledge among team members (Wheelwright and Clark 1992), which
can increase the likelihood that at least one will have previously encountered any given problem
(Hargadon and Sutton 1997; Narayanan et al. 2009).
For a team’s knowledge base to translate into improved performance, however, members must
effectively locate, share, and apply that knowledge (Argote 1999). Though interpersonal diversity has the
potential to positively impact team performance, this potential can be thwarted by coordination problems
in processing information and turning knowledge into output. The problem can be a binding constraint in
the context of interpersonal diversity, as team learning is a social phenomenon (Edmondson 2002), and
team members’ actions are often interdependent in producing output (Hackman 2002). Prior work
highlights the difficulty team members face in recognizing each other’s valuable experience (Littlepage et
al. 1997). This recognition challenge may be exacerbated by interpersonal diversity, as team members
may rely on assumed cues that do not necessarily match actual expertise (Bunderson 2003).
Given the many potential theoretical effects of interpersonal diversity, it is not surprising that
empirical work finds it can both help and hurt project team performance (Harrison and Klein 2007). With
this theoretical landscape as a backdrop, Bunderson and Sutcliffe (2002) introduced the concept of team
intrapersonal diversity. Intrapersonal diversity is a team-level measure that captures the degree to which
team members’ prior experience is individually more (or less) diverse. A team that includes more
generalists than specialists enjoys a number of potential benefits. First, the problem-solving of individuals
on the team may be improved. When an individual has relatively more diverse personal experiences, she
has a broader repertoire of experience to draw upon and may also be more likely to map the current
problem more accurately to one of those experiences (Gavetti et al. 2005). Also, when an individual has
more schemas, or differing cognitive representations of how the world works, she may define a problem
differently than most others, which can create opportunity to solve it more effectively (Prahalad and
Bettis 1986). In addition to such individual benefits, intrapersonal diversity may improve team processes.
Teams composed of generalists may be less likely to suffer from cognitive biases such as overconfidence,
due to the broad experience of their individual members (Burke and Steensma 1998). Intrapersonally
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diverse teams may also be more likely to engage in information-sharing within the team, which can aid
performance (Bunderson and Sutcliffe 2002).
Each of these factors may help intrapersonally diverse teams cope with the challenges of task
change. For example, when tasks change and new interactions are required within such a team (Sosa et al.
2004; Sosa 2008; Gokpinar et al. 2010), the information-sharing benefits of intrapersonal diversity may
be particularly salient. Similarly, the relative flexibility and decreased likelihood of cognitive bias in a
team’s decision-making processes may help the team respond better to changing tasks. While we expect
that intrapersonal diversity helps teams respond to task change, it is also possible that task change may
lead to effects of intrapersonal diversity being even more salient: for example, some benefits of
intrapersonal diversity may not be necessary for teams in completing daily work, but task changes may
activate capabilities that are latent in intrapersonal diversity.
Interpersonal diversity and intrapersonal diversity are related but distinct concepts, both
theoretically and empirically. When a team lacks diversity in experience, both values are zero. However,
both measures can move independently and even in opposite directions. For example, a team of
individuals, all of whom have focused backgrounds with different companies, would be high on
interpersonal diversity but low on intrapersonal diversity. Alternatively, a team consisting of individuals
with diverse backgrounds who have worked at the same set of diverse companies would have high
intrapersonal diversity and low interpersonal diversity.
While we expect that intrapersonal diversity helps a team cope with changing tasks, our
expectation is also that, controlling for intrapersonal diversity, interpersonal diversity and changing tasks
interact to lower team performance. Changing tasks may exacerbate the coordination problems
interpersonally diverse teams may face (e.g., more conflict and less trust), preventing a team from
responding effectively to the changing environment and thereby decreasing its performance. Therefore,
our first two hypotheses are:
HYPOTHESIS 1:

A team’s intrapersonal diversity in terms of customer experience
interacts with task change to positively affect team performance.

HYPOTHESIS 2:

A team’s interpersonal diversity in terms of customer experience
interacts with task change to negatively affect team performance.

2.2 Fluid Tasks and Team Familiarity
We now turn to the second aspect of fluid teams — team familiarity, or individuals’ previous
experience working with other members of their current team — to examine whether it, too, can help
project teams respond flexibly to changing tasks. For several reasons, a group of individuals who have
spent time working together may perform better than a group with the same amount of task experience
but less experience working together. Individuals who work together develop a shared representation of
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which individuals have what knowledge within the team (Wegner 1987; Mathieu et al. 2000). By
knowing who knows what within the team, individuals are better able to locate the knowledge needed to
solve particular problems. Even after relevant knowledge has been identified, it still must be transferred
between team members. As individuals work together, they develop a shared language and
communication channels (Monteverde 1995; Weber and Camerer 2003). Prior experience working
together also creates opportunities to create team beliefs such as psychological safety and positive social
acceptance (Gruenfeld et al. 1996; Edmondson 1999; Tucker 2007; Siemsen et al. 2009). When these
beliefs are in place, individuals might increase the quantity and quality of knowledge they share, resulting
in better performance. Finally, even after relevant knowledge has been transferred, it still must be used.
With prior experience working together, the likelihood that the right person is assigned the right task
increases (Reagans et al. 2005). Additionally, prior work shows individuals are more likely to use the
knowledge of known team members relative to information shared by unknown individuals (Kane et al.
2005). Thus, familiarity aids team functioning by helping members locate knowledge within a group,
share knowledge with each other, and apply that knowledge (Katz 1982).
Weick and Roberts (1993) suggest that team familiarity leads to a common platform for rapid
response that helps teams operate successfully in a dynamic environment. When tasks change, existing
work methods are disrupted. Teams may no longer be able to rely on existing, codified processes, and
instead find it necessary to adjust their actions. Changing tasks may create unplanned interactions within
both the product architecture and team communication network (Sosa et al. 2004; Sosa 2008; Gokpinar et
al. 2010). By leveraging individuals’ tacit (i.e., unwritten) knowledge, team familiarity helps members
develop a shared representation of who knows what in the team and enables them to specialize in
different areas (Lewis et al. 2005). If team familiarity does in fact provide a common platform for
learning and action, it may help teams respond better to task change. Familiar teams can find new
information and coordinate more easily than unfamiliar teams. On a related note, task change possibly
increases the value of team familiarity, as it creates opportunities to exercise previously unexploited
coordination skills present in the team.
While the above literature suggests positive interactions between team familiarity and task
change, the opposite effect is possible, as well. As project team members work together, they develop
communication channels (Henderson and Clark 1990). When tasks are changed in complex development
projects, there is often a resulting change in the architecture of the work, which may yield new personal
interactions (e.g., instead of needing to talk to person A to complete one’s work, it becomes necessary to
talk to person B; Sosa et al. 2004; Sosa 2008; Gokpinar et al. 2010). Familiar teams may become stuck in
established communication patterns and unable or unwilling to adapt their internal processes when an
external change necessitates doing so (Okhuysen 2001). Harrison et al. (2003) hypothesize that familiar
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teams may struggle with task changes due to issues of social entrainment, although they may find no
support for their hypothesis. Even if familiar teams adapt their communication processes, they may not
incorporate new knowledge, due to the “Not Invented Here syndrome” (Katz and Allen 1982).
While the literature points to the possibility of either effect, we expect the positive effect to
dominate in our setting. Any negative effect may be more likely with teams of individuals who are friends
(such as the fraternity and sorority members in the Harrison et al. study), as opposed to individuals with
shared prior work experience. While Katz and Allen (1982) examine such effects in an industrial setting,
the negative effect sets in only after teams have worked together for many years. Thus, in a setting such
as ours — where teams work together for months, not years — we may be less likely to see this effect.
Nevertheless, the question is eventually an empirical one. As such, we test the following hypothesis:
HYPOTHESIS 3:

Task change and team familiarity have a positive interaction effect on
team performance.

2.3 Interpersonal Diversity and Team Familiarity
Finally, we consider whether, controlling for intrapersonal diversity, team familiarity helps teams
leverage benefits of interpersonal diversity by alleviating the coordination problems it may create.
Though team familiarity improves teams’ coordination of activities in general, it may be particularly
valuable for teams with large-scale coordination challenges, such as interpersonally diverse teams. As
discussed earlier, interpersonal diversity can result in problems of translating team members’ knowledge
into action (Reagans and Zuckerman 2001). Because team familiarity aids in the locating, sharing, and
application of knowledge resident within a team, team familiarity may address many problems created by
interpersonal diversity without compromising the potential benefits. Also, team familiarity and
interpersonal diversity may have a positive interaction effect on performance since interpersonal diversity
makes the coordination benefits of team familiarity more salient.
Our premise is consistent with studies that find increased time working together may help teams
take advantage of individuals’ deeply held differences (Harrison et al. 1998; Harrison et al. 2002). This
work in organizational behavior focuses on differences in psychological views (e.g., individual
conscientiousness or task meaningfulness). We are agnostic regarding such psychological beliefs, being
interested instead in individuals’ work backgrounds. This leads to our fourth hypothesis:
HYPOTHESIS 4:

A team’s interpersonal diversity in terms of customer experience and
team familiarity have a positive interaction effect on team performance.

Given that we have no ex-ante priors about the relationship between intrapersonal diversity and
team familiarity, we do not explicitly hypothesize about that interaction effect. However, we include it in
the model for completeness. If team familiarity and intrapersonal diversity jointly affect performance, the
interaction effect likely would be substitutive (i.e., negative). First, Bunderson and Sutcliffe (2002) find
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that intrapersonal diversity improves information-sharing within a team. Such sharing is also seen as one
potential mechanism through which team familiarity improves performance (Reagans et al. 2005).
Second, intrapersonal diversity may reduce conflict within a team as members are better able to take the
perspective of others, given their individually diverse experiences (c.f., Galinsky and Moskowitz 2000).
Team familiarity may also reduce conflict due to team members’ shared perspective. Given these
overlapping mechanisms between intrapersonal diversity and team familiarity, it seems possible they
could be substitutes in terms of their effects on team performance.

3. Setting, Data, and Empirical Strategy
Our empirical analysis focuses on software development projects. These involve complex and
uncertain activities (Boh et al. 2007), typically including designing a solution, writing code, then testing
and implementing the solution. An analysis of software development projects in 2004 found that only
35% were considered successful in meeting cost and schedule estimates while satisfying the customer’s
needs (Hartmann 2006).
The setting for our analysis is Wipro Technologies, a leading firm in the outsourced software
services industry. Headquartered in India, the company executes projects for clients globally, both at
customer locations and Wipro’s own delivery centers (primarily in India). In 2006, the company’s annual
revenues exceeded $3 billion, with more than 66,000 employees throughout the world. Wipro’s multiple
business units are structured as “verticals” through which the company markets its services to targeted
industries; both sales and project staffing take place at this level. Project teams at Wipro typically have
three levels: At the top is the project manager (PM) with full operational control of the project,
responsible not only for managing day-to-day operations of the team but also for serving as the primary
interface with a customer. Middle managers, often known as module leaders, manage a subunit of the
project and report to the PM. A middle manager usually supervises three to five “reports” (project
engineers) in the subunit and also helps write code. The project engineers at the foundation of the project
hierarchy are responsible for writing code. Individuals typically work on a single project at any time.
3.1 Data
The sample for our analysis is drawn from the universe of 1,137 software development projects
completed at Wipro from January 2004 through December 2006. We supplement the project-level data
with detailed human capital information on the 12,709 unique individuals who took part in these projects.
Project-level controls and performance data cover development projects only back to 2004, but data on
individual team members participating in these projects extends back to 2000. Though we cannot use the
individual data to evaluate earlier project performance, we are able to track over time the experience
accumulated by individuals, including customers for whom these individuals have worked, the
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individuals’ roles on specific teams, and other personnel with whom they have worked. To build our
sample, we remove projects that are missing data as well as those with fewer than four team members. Of
the projects excluded from the sample, 468 lack a value for kilolines of code (KLOC), an important
control for project complexity, because not all development projects use KLOC as their unit of
measurement (e.g., some use a customer-specific measure) and some development projects do not include
coding and therefore have no KLOC value. A comparison of excluded projects against those in the
sample shows no meaningful differences in the variables of interest. The median project in the sample
lasted six months (µ=232 days, σ=156 days) and included twelve team members (µ=18.4, σ=17.9).
3.1.1 Dependent Variables
Despite the well-known difficulty in finding objective measures of information technology (IT)
project performance (Banker and Kemerer 1989), our data allow us to examine measures for both project
efficiency and project quality (Boehm 1981; Faraj and Sproull 2000). We use these categories as they are
the dimensions along which Wipro personnel are evaluated both internally and externally, and they
capture results over which the team has significant control.
Project Efficiency Measures. Before a project begins, sales personnel at Wipro create estimates for the
project’s effort and schedule. These estimates are formally agreed to by the customer — often they serve
as the basis for winning the project for Wipro in the first place — and are entered into Wipro’s project
management system. Given the significant competition Wipro faces from Indian firms (e.g., TCS and
Infosys) and global providers (e.g., IBM and Accenture), the company cannot add excessive slack to its
estimates, as it may lose the opportunity to execute a given project. Once an estimate is formally accepted
by a customer, project personnel, including the project manager, are selected to staff the project. The
managers do not select their own teams. Also, the teams are not built to stay together for multiple projects
or long periods of time, but rather are fluid from inception, coming together to execute a particular
project, then breaking up so the members can move on to other engagements.
As a project progresses, both its effort and schedule estimates are subject to alteration. Changes to
estimates usually occur as a result of adjustments in project scope by the customer. Given the importance
of estimates to contract fulfillment and internal evaluation, the revision process is monitored closely. As
the first step in the process, the project manager has the customer formally sign off on the change. Then
finance and quality managers at Wipro review the change request to make sure the PM is not attempting
to subvert the system (e.g., changing estimates because a project falls behind). In our analysis, we use the
revised estimates, as these most accurately reflect a project’s final, definitive goals.
To quantify a project’s delivery performance, we construct separate variables for performance
with respect to effort (effort deviation) and schedule (schedule adherence and schedule deviation). Effort
deviation is a continuous variable created by subtracting the estimated effort from the actual effort used
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and then dividing by the estimated effort. Dividing by estimated effort normalizes for project size, as we
would anticipate that larger projects would have greater absolute differences. For schedule performance,
we also construct a continuous measure, schedule deviation, by subtracting the estimated delivery date
from the actual delivery date, yielding the number of days the project was ahead or behind schedule. We
again normalize by dividing this number by the estimated duration in number of days. Though we can
calculate a continuous measure, the underlying data and conversations with the company suggest that any
given project schedule is not truly continuous; rather, values below zero (i.e., early delivery) are often
truncated. For example, more than 70% of projects in our data delivered exactly on the day the project
was due. According to the company, the reason for this is that if a project finishes early, it is typically not
possible to deliver early, as the customer has scheduled its own resources to accept delivery on a specific
date. (For example, one large customer requires thirty days’ notice to reschedule delivery.) Therefore, we
analyze schedule deviation using the censored regression methods described below. As an additional test
for robustness, we also analyze for schedule performance using a dichotomous variable, schedule
adherence, which is set either to one if a project meets its schedule estimate or to zero if it does not.
Project Quality Measures. In addition to examining the efficiency of a project team’s performance, we
also examine the quality of the team’s output. To do so, we use two measures. The first, defects, is a count
of the number of defects that occur in customer acceptance testing. This testing occurs at the end of a
project, and is completed by either the customer or another third party on the customer’s behalf. Not all
projects undergo a customer acceptance test. Our second measure, post delivery defect rate (PDDR),
divides the defects variable by the number of kilolines of new source code written in the project, to
normalize quality performance for the project scale. Both measures are commonly used to evaluate
quality in the software engineering literature (Boehm 1981; Fenton and Pfleeger 1997).
3.1.2 Independent Variables
Our study has three categories of independent variables: task change, diversity in experience, and
team familiarity. To help interpret the interaction terms, all continuous variables are standardized by
subtracting the mean from each and dividing by the standard deviation.
Task Change. A project’s requirements are specified prior to its start. During the course of a project,
typically as a result of new customer needs, the existing requirements change. To analyze task change, we
examine the percentage of requirements that are changed over the course of a project. It is important to
note that after requirements are changed, estimates are often changed, as well. Given the
interconnectedness of the various parts of most software projects, once tasks begin to change, a project’s
overall complexity increases significantly (Wallace et al. 2004; Rai et al. 2009). Therefore, even
accounting for revised estimates, we anticipate a negative main effect for task change on performance.
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Contract theory would predict that an outsourcing firm might engage in holdup whereby the
outsourcer uses the change to appropriate additional rents (Klein et al. 1978). While our conversations
with Wipro yielded no evidence of this and the repeated and relational nature of Wipro’s interactions
make such behavior unlikely in this context (Baker et al. 2002), it is important to consider whether this
manipulation could affect our empirical results. First, our project quality dependent variables should be
less susceptible to this risk, as they are not revised in the same way as the estimates for project efficiency.
Second, with respect to project efficiency, we would expect that holdup would result in larger estimates.
Therefore, holdup would make it more difficult to find the negative effects of task change on performance
that we see in our results. Finally, since revised estimates are completed closer to a project’s end than the
original estimates, the accuracy of the revised estimates could be greater than that of the initial estimates.
While we would expect this to work against our expectation that task change is related to worse
performance, not better performance, our project efficiency results should be interpreted with caution,
given the potential remaining bias.
Diversity in Experience. Prior work on diversity in experience often operationalizes the variable as a
difference between individuals’ functional experience (e.g., Bunderson and Sutcliffe 2002). Though
functional experience is an important way to capture the types of jobs an individual has held, here we
exploit the detailed nature of our data to focus on another key element of the project-specific experience
that an individual gains: customer experience. Customer experience is important in software services, as
the execution of a project requires significant customer interaction (Ethiraj et al. 2005). Customer
experience thus provides information about customer processes that may help team members solve
problems for a focal customer (Boone et al. 2008). We note that diversity in customer experience may be
correlated with diversity in other experience variables (e.g., technology) that we do not measure.
We focus on customer experience not only for its practical and theoretical importance, but also
because of the realities of the data. The historical data provide information on customer experience for all
individuals and all projects. Other variables of interest (e.g., technology) are available only for certain
project types. Thus, by focusing on customer experience, we capture an organizationally relevant variable
with great accuracy. Team members in the data have worked for a total of 437 customers. While Wipro
was growing rapidly during the time this data was being collected, resulting in significant new additions
to the firm, the average individual project team member captured in the data worked for two different
customers. While the total customer population is 437, there are 90, 71, and 63 unique customers in our
regressions for effort and schedule deviation, schedule adherence, and quality, respectively. We consider
all customer interactions for individuals to completely capture an individual’s customer experience.
Diversity in experience can be measured many different ways (Harrison and Klein 2007). We are
interested in measuring both interpersonal customer diversity and intrapersonal customer diversity. We
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calculate the variables for each project in the data using all team members who worked on the project and
consider the individuals’ prior experience (i.e., excluding the focal project). For intrapersonal diversity,
we use the approach introduced by Bunderson and Sutcliffe (2002) using customer experience, rather than
functional experience, as our underlying measure. . Thus, we first calculate the intrapersonal diversity
for each individual before averaging it across the entire team using the following formula, ∑
∑

1

/ , where pij is the share of individual i’s projects that involved customer j over the prior three

years, and n is equal to the size of the team. To evaluate the interpersonal diversity of the team, we rely
on a Euclidean distance measure. We use Euclidean distance because we aim to capture differences
between the distribution of the prior experience of team members. Mean Euclidean distance captures
exactly that separation of individuals on a team (Tsui et al. 1992; Harrison and Klein 2007). The measure
∑

∑

∑

, where pij and pkj are the share of

is calculated using the following formula:

individual i’s or k’s projects that involved customer j over the past three years, and n is equal to team size.
We use a three-year time period for both theoretical and practical reasons. First, it accounts for
the fact that, similar to the concept of organizational forgetting (Argote et al. 1990; Benkard 2000),
experience may decay over time (although we do not test this assumption). Second, the three-year period
incorporates the realities of the data, as the average employee has two years of Wipro experience and the
median project lasts six months. This cutoff thus includes multiple projects per person and most
employees’ total Wipro experience. Finally, it avoids censoring data, as the historical employee data goes
back to 2000 and the first project is from 2004. As a robustness check, we conduct analyses with two- and
four-year cutoffs, and obtain similar results.
Team Familiarity. To calculate team familiarity, we first count the number of times that each unique pair
of individuals on a team has worked with each other on a prior project over the previous three years. We
then divide this number by (n(n-1))/2, where n is the size of the team (Reagans et al. 2005). Because we
count multiple interactions between individuals, this variable does not capture the percentage of the team
that has worked together previously (see the robustness checks for that analysis), but rather as Reagans et
al. (2005) note, “The variable indicates the average amount of experience that team members have
working with each other” (p. 873). We use a three-year time period for the same reasons we used it for the
diversity variable. We again conduct analyses with two- and four-year cutoffs, and obtain similar results.
3.1.3 Control Variables
The data also offer numerous controls. Although we are interested primarily in the interaction
effects discussed, we wish to control for a number of factors relating to team human capital and project
characteristics. Table 1 describes the control variables, and Table 2 provides summary statistics.
*****************************Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here*****************************
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3.2 Empirical Strategy
Given that our dependent variables consist of a continuous, count, dichotomous, and censored
variable for effort deviation and post delivery defect rate (PDDR), defects, schedule adherence, and
schedule deviation, respectively, we use a different regression model in each case. Our dataset consists of
multiple projects per customer, and we wish to control for any time-invariant characteristics of customers
that may impact performance. Therefore, with respect to effort deviation and PDDR, we use a generalized
least squares (GLS) random-effects regression model (Stata command: xtreg, re). A Hausman test fails to
reject the null hypothesis that the random effects model is consistent in either case. Additionally we use
heteroskedasticity robust standard errors, clustered by customer. After we remove from our sample those
customers who participated in only one project, we are left with 562 and 349 projects to analyze for effort
deviation and PDDR, respectively. To evaluate project defect performance — since defects is a count
variable, the data exhibit overdispersion, and we want to control for customers’ time-invariant attributes
— we use a conditional fixed effects negative binomial model (Stata command: xtnbreg, fe, Cameron and
Trivedi 1998). As is the case with PDDR, the sample is 349 projects.
Schedule adherence is a dichotomous outcome variable, so we evaluate the schedule performance
of project teams using a logistic regression model. In particular, we use a conditional logistic model to
control for any time-invariant characteristics of customers (Greene 2003, Stata command: clogit). We also
use robust standard errors clustered by customer. Because the models condition on the customer, our final
sample excludes those customers who participated in only one project and any customers for whom the
dependent variable does not differ across projects. This leaves us with 409 projects for our analyses on
schedule adherence. Next, schedule deviation is a dependent variable, left-censored at zero. Since we
again wish to control for time-invariant effects of customers, we use a random-effects Tobit regression
model (Wooldridge 2002, Stata command: xttobit, re). Similar to the effort deviation models, the final
sample excludes customers with only one project in the sample, leaving 562 projects for analysis.

4. Results
Columns 1 and 2 in Table 3 present results from the GLS random-effects regression of effort
deviation on task change, team diversity, team familiarity, and their interactions. While the main effects
of the independent variables are not a primary focus of this paper, we note that, as seen in Column 1, the
coefficients on the variables are in the expected direction and statistically significant, with the exception
of interpersonal diversity — a negative sign, corresponding to better performance, for team familiarity
and intrapersonal diversity, and a positive sign, corresponding to worse performance, for interpersonal
diversity and task change. In Column 2, we add the two-way interaction terms to test Hypotheses 1
through 4. Examining the interactions of task change with first intrapersonal diversity and then
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interpersonal diversity, we find support for Hypotheses 1 and 2, as the coefficient on the former is
negative and significant while that on the latter is positive and significant. Next we find that the
coefficient for the interaction of task change and team familiarity is not significant; thus, Hypothesis 3 is
not supported. Finally, the coefficient for the interaction of team familiarity and interpersonal diversity is
negative and significant, providing support for Hypothesis 4.
********************************Insert Table 3 about here *******************************
Columns 3 and 4 in Table 3 present the results for our conditional logistic models with schedule
adherence as the dependent variable. Column 3 includes the independent variables without interaction
terms. Though the coefficient on intrapersonal diversity is positive and significant, implying a
relationship with better performance, the coefficients on team familiarity, interpersonal diversity, and task
change are not statistically significant at conventional levels. In Column 4, we add the two-way
interaction terms. The coefficients for the interactions of task change with first intrapersonal diversity and
then interpersonal diversity are positive and significant and negative and significant, respectively. Thus,
Hypotheses 1 and 2 are supported. However, Hypothesis 3 and 4 are not supported as the coefficients on
the remaining interaction terms are not significant.
Next, Columns 5 and 6 in Table 3 present results of our models with schedule deviation as the
dependent variable. In Column 5, the model without interaction terms, the coefficients on interpersonal
diversity and task change are positive and significant (the latter at the ten percent level) suggesting worse
performance. Also, the coefficients on intrapersonal diversity and team familiarity are both negative,
although the former is significant only at the ten percent level while the latter is not statistically
significant at conventional levels. In Column 6, we add the two-way interaction terms. The coefficient on
the interaction term for task change and intrapersonal diversity is negative and significant, providing
support for Hypotheses 1, while that on the interaction of task change and interpersonal diversity is
positive and significant at the ten percent level, providing partial support for Hypothesis 2. The
coefficient on the interaction of task change and team familiarity is again not significant, thus failing to
support Hypothesis 3; however, the interaction of team familiarity and interpersonal diversity is negative
and significant, providing support for Hypothesis 4. Additionally, we note that the interaction of team
familiarity and intrapersonal diversity is positive and significant, suggesting a potential substitution effect
between these two variables.
Finally, in Columns 7 through 10 in Table 3, we examine the models with the dependent variables
for project quality. In Column 7, which uses defects as the dependent variable, the coefficients have the
predicted sign; however, only the coefficients for intrapersonal familiarity and team familiarity are
statistically significant (the latter at ten percent). Examining Column 8, we find support for Hypothesis 1,
as the coefficient on the interaction of task change and intrapersonal diversity is negative (i.e., related to
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fewer expected defects) and significant. These results do not support the other three hypotheses. Moving
to Column 9’s results for PDDR, we see the signs for coefficients of the study’s main effects are in the
expected direction and all except for interpersonal diversity are statistically significant (although team
familiarity is at a ten percent level). Adding the two-way interactions in Column 10, we see support for
Hypothesis 1, as the coefficient on the interaction of task change and intrapersonal diversity is negative
and statistically significant. Additionally, the interaction of task change and interpersonal diversity is
positive and significant, providing support for Hypothesis 2. The results do not support either Hypothesis
3 or 4, however.
In summary, we find at least partial support for three of our four hypotheses. Specifically, we see a
positive relationship with performance from the interaction of task change and intrapersonal diversity
(Hypothesis 1) with respect to all outcomes. We find a negative performance relationship from the
interaction of task change and interpersonal diversity (Hypothesis 2) with effort deviation, schedule
deviation, schedule adherence, and PDDR although the relationship with schedule deviation is only
significant at the ten percent level. We also see support for a positive relationship with performance for
the interaction of team familiarity and interpersonal diversity (Hypothesis 4) with respect to effort and
schedule deviation, but not with respect to schedule adherence or project quality. Finally, we see no
support for a moderating role of team familiarity on task change (Hypothesis 3).
4.1 Alternative Explanations
To examine the robustness of our results, several issues warrant further examination. The first
relates to our conceptualization of team familiarity. Consistent with prior literature (i.e., Reagans et al.
2005; Espinosa et al. 2007), our measure of team familiarity captures both the breadth (i.e., whether team
members have worked together) and depth of team member experience (i.e., the number of times team
members have worked together). The benefits of team familiarity may possibly be due simply to breadth.
Thus we construct a variable, Team Familiarity Binary, that first assigns a one to a pair if they have
worked together at all over the prior three years (and a zero if not), before summing these up and
averaging across the entire team (µ=0.26 and σ=0.25). These results appear in Table 4. In examining the
interaction effects, two differences are worth noting. First, for effort deviation, the interaction of team
familiarity binary and interpersonal diversity is significant only at the ten percent level. Second, for
schedule deviation, the interaction of task change and interpersonal diversity is positive but not
significant. All other results hold in sign and significance.
********************************Insert Table 4 about here *******************************
Given the role of team familiarity in our analysis, the threat of selection bias is a meaningful
concern. We first note that project managers do not directly select their teams. Instead, project team
members are selected by the HR group based on estimates prepared by sales personnel. However, the PM
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is able to reject individuals sent by the HR group. In practice, the organization’s culture discourages
exercising this power and, as such, managers report that rejection seldom occurs. We note that while we
ideally would examine cases where project managers reject team members, Wipro does not track that
information. Nevertheless, if rejection is systematically used to remove “bad” team members, it might
bias our estimates. To examine this possibility, we consider two groupings of team members: (1) all
dyads on teams and (2) each PM–team member dyad. The first grouping allows us to capture the possible
selection in all team member relationships and the second focuses on PM–team member interactions. We
use a Cox proportional hazard model and define failure as a pair that is currently working together – not
working together on the following project. We examine whether poor performance on the dependent
variables predicts failure. Results in Table 6 show that none of the project performance variables are
significant predictors of the likelihood of two individuals continuing to work together. We also run these
analyses as logistic regression models and generate similar results.
********************************Insert Table 5 about here********************************
Another concern is our measure of task change. Ideally, we would capture not only the
percentage of requirements changed, but also the magnitude of the change. Unfortunately, only the former
information is available for our analysis. An alternative conceptualization of task change, however, could
include not only the requirements that are changed but also the percentage change from the original to
final estimates for both effort and schedule. This measure captures the magnitude of the change across
several dimensions, and so we examine it as a robustness check. We conduct a principal components
analysis for the three variables together and find they load on the first principal component with positive
coefficients (0.64, 0.54, and 0.55, for task change, effort change, and schedule change, respectively).
Additionally, the first component has an Eigenvalue of 2.39 (compared to 0.55 for the second) and
explains 80% of the variance. We use the coefficient values from the first principal component to
construct a variable, task change composite, and repeat all of the following analyses with this variable
instead of the task change variable. Comparing results in Table 6 with the related columns in Table 3, we
see a similar pattern of results on the interaction terms of interest. Thus, while future work might unpack
the concept of task change in more detail, we find our results in this area to be robust.
********************************Insert Table 6 about here *******************************
We also conduct several other robustness checks. When interacted variables are correlated, the
interaction terms may capture nonlinearities in the underlying variable (Cortina 1993). Thus, we add
quadratic terms to the models in Table 3 and find the results for our interaction terms do not meaningfully
change (and the quadratic terms do not significantly relate to performance). Second, given that repeated
experience with the same client may prove beneficial, we construct a variable that counts and then
averages across the team the number of times individual team members have worked for the same focal
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client over the prior three years. Including this variable in the regression models does not change the
findings with respect to our hypotheses. Third, we repeat all analyses with the interaction terms entered
into the models individually, and the results are consistent. Finally, we examine whether a three-way
interaction effect between team familiarity, interpersonal diversity, and task change has a positive effect
on performance, and find that the coefficient is statistically indistinguishable from zero. Altogether, these
models increase our confidence that the reported results are robust.
4.2 Limitations
As do all studies, ours has limitations. First, any nonrandom assignment of individual project
team members to different customers could create bias. For example, there would be cause for concern if
Wipro had a customer rotation program for “star” engineers. The firm, however, does not have such
programs. Second, any nonrandom assignment of individuals to teams might also bias our results. The
hazard analysis provides suggestive evidence that such selection is not taking place. Interviews with
Wipro managers highlight that processes are designed to prevent the “cherry picking” of personnel. A
related issue is that the same individuals work on different teams, creating the potential for correlated
standard errors. For example, if a star performer worked on multiple teams in the sample and she was the
reason each team was successful, then this could create an omitted variable bias (e.g., it could be
problematic for our analysis if the star performer also was able to demand her own team, and thus the
omitted variable was correlated with team familiarity or another independent variable). Neither our
discussions with management nor our empirical analysis reveal evidence of this, but we are not able to
control for every individual and interaction, and thus cannot categorically rule out this possibility.
Third, while we are able to capture diversity in customer experience, we are not able to
investigate other types of diversity (e.g., technology or task). These other variables could introduce
omitted variable bias into our results. However, we would expect our theoretical motivation to hold for
other types of diversity in experience. Future empirical studies of other measures would be valuable both
to identify whether the theory holds and to evaluate the relative importance of different types of
experience. Fourth, while we find significant interaction effects, our empirical design cannot determine
which variable is the moderator and which variable is moderated. For example, we know not whether
intrapersonal diversity is valuable and becomes even more so in the presence of task change, or if task
change is bad but becomes less so in the presence of intrapersonal diversity — or if both effects are
present. Future work should examine the precise relationships between the different variables.
Finally, our study considers just one firm in one industry, so the question of whether its findings
will generalize to other settings is fair. We believe this limitation to be a necessary consequence of the
detailed quantitative data and in-depth fieldwork that has allowed us to unite deep knowledge of the
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setting with large-scale empirical testing of the research question. Further, we feel that many other
manufacturing and service settings mirror the conditions found here.

5. Discussion
Prior work highlights that teams with diverse prior experience are often brought together because of
varied knowledge demands (Brusoni et al. 2001; Lapré and van Wassenhove 2001). Here we find that
such diversity can be a double-edged sword when it comes to helping teams cope with changing tasks. In
our setting, where cognitive problem-solving demands are high, diverse experience may improve
performance by enabling access to a wider base of knowledge and improved information processing. In
interviews conducted at Wipro, one project manager noted:
On a project, we needed to create functionality in order to backup and restore within an application.
When we were discussing this requirement it turned out that one of the team members had developed
an automated tool that could do this when he was working on a project for a different customer. We
were able to incorporate this tool and save a great deal of time and effort.
This quote highlights a potential problem in terms of both participation and awareness. The other
team members were unlikely to know about the engineer’s prior useful experience, and he could have
simply remained quiet when the discussion turned to backing up and restoring within an application.
Also, without communication in the group, the engineer may not have learned about the need for the
backup and restore functionality until after someone had already written new, redundant code. Thus,
diverse team-member experience offers a promise, but no guarantee, of better team performance. While
diverse individuals in a team may help to address knowledge gaps, this benefit of diversity may be lost if
team coordination issues are not also addressed. We help disentangle this effect with respect to task
change by separately considering interpersonal and intrapersonal team diversity.
Controlling for individual team members’ breadth of experience (i.e., intrapersonal diversity), we
find that increasing the interpersonal difference in experience across team members relates to worse
performance under conditions of task change. When tasks change, project teams need to adapt efficiently.
This heightens the coordination and integration demands on a team (Wheelwright and Clark 1992; Heath
and Staudenmayer 2000), and a diverse team of relative specialists may be unable to meet this challenge.
Similarly, our results suggest that holding the interpersonal diversity of experience constant within a team
while shifting its composition from specialists to generalists heightens the team’s ability to respond
effectively to task change. Supporting the contention that interpersonal diversity results in coordination
challenges, we find that teams with a mechanism to improve coordination (i.e., team familiarity) perform
better than do less familiar teams in the face of interpersonal diversity.
Project teams today often face a dynamic, uncertain environment. In such settings, flexibility in
project teams becomes more important than ever. Discussing a land development project, the project
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leader noted, “Every play we run is an option play. I want my people to be able to make decisions in the
field without having to report back to me every time something comes up” (De Meyer et al. 2002: 65). As
noted by the leader, such decision-making requires knowledgeable, empowered individuals. Relevant
knowledge elsewhere on a team may not be accessible enough to affect the team’s performance, enabling
individual members to make timely decisions in the field. Teams of relatively more generalists thus may
be better prepared to respond dynamically to changing circumstances than teams of specialists might be.
This notion brings to mind Wheelwright and Clark’s (1992) concept of a heavyweight project team —
that by constructing teams with more generalists and fewer specialists, efficiency might possibly be
improved.
Two results in the models for schedule deviation merit additional discussion. First: while we find
no support for Hypothesis 4 — seeing no positive interaction of team familiarity with interpersonal
diversity — in our model of schedule adherence, we can detect support for it in the model of schedule
deviation. This result has at least two possible explanations: The first might have to do with the fact that,
in our data, 82% of projects are delivered on time. Such limited variation in schedule adherence may limit
our ability to see an effect with this dependent variable. However, the additional granularity of schedule
deviation may allow us to identify more of a signal within that noisier environment. A second possible
answer is that the difference tells us something about where team familiarity proves most valuable.
Namely, in this context, the net effect of interpersonal diversity on delivering a project on time is unclear
(the coefficient in Column 3 is negative but not significant) and team familiarity does not appear to help
teams leverage their interpersonal differences.

However, if a project starts running behind, team

familiarity may help the team mitigate (though not eliminate) the resulting loss. Our second main
consideration about the schedule deviation results concerns our finding a positive and significant
coefficient, implying worse performance, for the interaction of team familiarity and intrapersonal
diversity. As discussed above, this result suggests there may be potential substitution between
intrapersonal diversity and team familiarity in their combined effect on performance. Future work should
explore this idea further.
Additionally, we fail to support Hypothesis 3 — the expectation that team familiarity helps a team
cope with changing tasks. Prior work notes the beneficial role of familiarity in helping teams manage
complexity (Espinosa et al. 2007). At least in our context, these benefits of tacit coordination do not
appear to translate into dealing with task change. Additional study is needed to understand why
familiarity does not moderate the impact of in-process task changes in this setting. As discussed in our
motivation of this hypothesis, team familiarity under conditions of task change presents potential benefits
as well as potential costs. Future work should explore the circumstance in which one effect dominates the
other. For example, while our data records the amount of task change in a project, we do not know if the
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task change altered the underlying product architecture, creating a need for new communication channels
and interactions (Sosa et al. 2004; Sosa 2008; Gokpinar et al. 2010). Such architectural changes could
lead to team familiarity, providing a project team rather more (or less) value.
In addition, we see no support for a positive interaction effect of team familiarity and interpersonal
diversity with respect to either quality variable. This lack of result may be due to innate differences in
project quality as compared to project efficiency. The development of quality software requires significant
coordination of team members and interactions between them. Perhaps for quality, neither is team
familiarity enough to overcome the coordination challenges that interpersonal diversity may create, nor
are the latent benefits of team familiarity sufficiently available to be activated by conditions associated
with task change. Future work should examine these relationships in more detail.
A final point to take into account is the relatedness of different tasks. Here we consider all customer
experience to be equivalent in constructing our diversity measures. However, different customers may
operate in the same industry or geographic area, creating more broadly applicable knowledge. Future
work should consider these aspects of relatedness in exploring the effect of diversity on team
performance.

6. Conclusion
Understanding the relationships between task change, diversity in team member experience, team
familiarity, and subsequent team performance is important because, as Senge (1990: 236) notes, teams
may be “the key learning unit in organizations” and organizational learning is an important source of
competitive differentiation (Argyris and Schön 1978; Argote 1999; Edmondson 2002). As organizations
continue to depend on the output of project teams and teams, in turn, rely on members with diverse prior
experience (Edmondson and Nembhard 2009), all while work becomes increasingly dynamic, it becomes
increasingly critical for teams to manage these differences and dependencies successfully (Faraj and
Sproull 2000). In our setting, we are able to track multiple measures of experience for team members over
several years and link this experience with project performance. This linkage permits us to gain insight
into how diversity in experience and team familiarity relate to project flexibility and, more generally, to
team performance.
Both this paper and our earlier one (Huckman, Staats, and Upton 2009) contribute to a stream of
research examining fluid teams, project team member selection, and team performance (Arrow and
McGrath 1995; Cohen and Bailey 1997; Edmondson and Nembhard 2009). This research provides insight
as to what levers managers can use to improve team performance. In Huckman, Staats, and Upton (2009),
we find that team familiarity is related to improved team performance, leading to the managerial advice to
keep teams together. Unfortunately, factors such as employee turnover, firm growth, and varying client
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project requirements can make such advice difficult to follow. Because all team members cannot work on
teams with high team familiarity, managers are faced with questions of which team members to keep
together and working on which project types. The current paper examines this question and finds that
team familiarity is more beneficial for teams that are more interpersonally diverse. Isolating both where
team familiarity should be built and where it can be deployed identifies a powerful managerial lever to
impact team performance.
This paper also extends our prior work by examining interpersonal diversity, intrapersonal
diversity, and task change. Our findings indicate that the type of diversity present in a team (i.e., inter- or
intrapersonal) is predictive of how that team will perform under conditions of task change. Just as all
project teams cannot have high team familiarity, neither can all project teams consist solely of generalists
(Wheelwright and Clark 1992).

Managers therefore need to identify ex-ante conditions, such as a high

likelihood of task change, to prioritize their allotments of generalists as particularly valuable team
resources for such purposes. Also, managers should know the interpersonal diversity of their teams, to
target interventions whenever a team high in interpersonal diversity becomes challenged by a change of
tasks.
Finally, our work offers a lens through which to consider the management of diversity and
experience in organizations more generally. The question of how to build focused, efficient operations
while remaining flexible is an important one that has received substantial attention (e.g., Abernathy 1978;
March 1991; Adler et al. 2009; Huckman 2009). Our results suggest that although organizations may be
constrained by experience variables in their staffing decisions (e.g., even if they wish to limit experiential
diversity across teams, market conditions may prevent such a focused staffing strategy), they may be able
to do better with the same resources by developing a rich conception of the sets of experience their
individual team members hold. If companies’ most valuable assets are indeed their employees, then
organizations need to shift from thinking only about their project portfolios to considering their
employee-experience portfolios, as well. Managing employee-experience portfolios will require managers
to consider their employees’ breadth of experience (focused vs. generalist) and types of experience
(customer, technology, etc.), as well as familiarity with each other. An employee-experience portfolio
perspective will also help organizations with project allocation as they seek to build desired sets of
employee profiles. Doing so will offer managers an additional way for improving their organization’s
performance.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1. Control variables included in the regression models.
Control Variable

Team Role
Experience

Contract Type

Explanation
To control for the baseline experience of the team we use the team’s average
role experience — the time each individual has spent in her hierarchical role.
We build the team value by weighting each individual’s value according to the
number of days she was on the project and averaging across team members.
Less than 5% of project managers are promoted before the historical data
begins, so, we impute role experience for these PMs. Substituting a wide range
of values does not change the reported results. Instead of using team role
experience, an alternative approach would be to use team firm experience (i.e.,
the average years of firm-specific experience for the team). Substituting this
control variable yields the same pattern of results for the hypotheses.
An indicator variable, which equals one if a contract is fixed price (set price and
Wipro bears the risk of overage) or zero if the contract is time and materials
(i.e. cost plus) (Banerjee and Duflo 2000).

Offshore
Percentage

Percentage of the project's total hours which are completed offshore (at Wipro's
locations in India).

Complexity

To measure the complexity of a project we use four variables to construct a
composite measure. These variables are:
 Log (Kilolines of Code) – Log of the kilolines of new source code
(KLOC) written
 Log (Estimated Effort) – Log of the estimated total person-hours for the
project.
 Log (Team Size) – Log of the total number of individuals who were
part of the project.
 Log (Estimated Duration) – Log of the estimated project length (in
days).
We conduct a principal components analysis and all four variables load with
positive values (0.47, 0.55, 0.52, and 0.46, respectively) on the first component.
The first component has an Eigenvalue of 2.98 and explains 74% of the
variance. We use these values to construct our composite measure. Putting the
four variables in the models separately does not change our results in a
substantive manner with respect to our hypotheses.

Software Language

Indicator variables for six classes of software languages.

# of Software
Languages

Indicator variable equal to one if a project uses more than one software
language and zero otherwise.
Indicator variable equal to one if a project uses more than one technology and
zero otherwise. Examples of technology categories include mainframe,
ecommerce, client server, etc.

Technology
Start Year

Indicators for the year in which the project started.
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Table 2.
Summary Statistics and Correlation Table of Dependent, Independent, and Control Variables of Interest –
n = 562, except for schedule adherence (n = 409).
Variable
1. Effort Deviation

Mean

σ

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

-4.70 19.28

2. Schedule Deviation

1.23

8.84

0.64

3. Schedule Adherence

0.82

0.38 -0.32 -0.51

4. Defects

26.5 111.6

0.08

0.03 -0.10

5. PDDR

0.23

0.61

0.13

0.08 -0.10

6. Team Familiaritya

0.40

0.49 -0.10 -0.07

7. Intrapersonal Diversitya

0.36

0.18 -0.10 -0.04 -0.04 -0.15

8. Interpersonal Diversitya

0.67

0.23

0.08

0.12 -0.15

0.02

0.09 -0.51

9. Task Changea

0.19

0.27

0.20

0.10 -0.08

0.20

0.15 -0.06 -0.01

10. Team Role Experiencea

1.24

0.57 -0.05 -0.01

11. Offshore Percentagea

0.85

0.15

12. Contract Typea

0.68

0.47 -0.05

13. Complexity

0.00

1.72

0.07

0.44

0.06 -0.09 -0.12
0.02 -0.40

0.09 -0.08 -0.17

0.11 -0.05 -0.06

0.04

0.09 -0.03 -0.07 -0.01

0.07 -0.01 -0.06

0.32

0.43
0.07

0.22 -0.20 -0.13 -0.04
0.06

0.03 -0.03

0.03 -0.16

0.09 -0.11 -0.02 -0.16

0.01 -0.20

0.00

0.05

0.16 -0.09

0.19 -0.02 -0.13 -0.16

Note. Bold denotes significance of less than 5%.
In models this variable is standardized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation. Values here are before
standardization.

a
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Table 3. Results of the regressions of effort deviation, schedule adherence, schedule deviation, defects, and post-delivery defect rate (PDDR) on
diversity in experience, task change, and team familiarity (n =562, 409, 562, 349, and 349, respectively).
Dep Variable: Effort
Deviation

a

Team Familiarity

a

Intrapersonal Diversity

Interpersonal Diversitya
Task Changea

Dep Variable: Schedule
Adherence

Dep Variable: Schedule
Deviation

Dep Variable: Defects

Dep Variable: Post Delivery
Defect Rate (PDDR)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

-2.909***

-4.241***

0.067

0.243

-0.741

-2.188

-0.248*

-0.227

-0.076*

-0.085
(0.055)

(1.007)

(1.463)

(0.174)

(0.361)

(2.688)

(3.079)

(0.133)

(0.147)

(0.045)

-3.959**

-2.294**

0.466**

0.385

-3.902*

-0.237

-0.194**

-0.192

-0.118***

-0.069

(1.563)

(1.094)

(0.198)

(0.259)

(2.099)

(2.337)

(0.094)

(0.124)

(0.037)

(0.048)

0.650

-0.751

-0.189

-0.040

7.733***

4.036

0.120

0.114

0.026

-0.015

(0.700)

(0.876)

(0.239)

(0.276)

(2.527)

(2.648)

(0.104)

(0.128)

(0.046)

(0.053)

3.390**

2.579**

0.036

0.207

2.786*

0.259

0.032

-0.021

0.099***

0.052

(1.516)

(1.153)

(0.158)

(0.189)

(1.673)

(2.008)

(0.077)

(0.086)

(0.034)

(0.034)

Task Change ×
Intrapersonal Diversity

-4.452**

0.462**

-4.660**

-0.185**

(2.172)

(0.204)

(2.170)

(0.092)

(0.036)

Task Change ×
Interpersonal Diversity

2.893**

-0.560**

3.789*

-0.004

0.091**

(1.455)

(0.229)

(2.153)

(0.098)

(0.042)

-1.105

-0.345

0.227

-0.156

-0.058

(1.366)

(0.309)

(2.675)

(0.142)

(0.049)

Team Familiarity ×
Interpersonal Diversity

-2.826**
(1.433)

0.226

-5.686**

0.008

-0.068

(0.334)

(2.723)

(0.157)

(0.057)

Team Familiarity ×
Intrapersonal Diversity

2.707

-0.154

7.493**

0.041

0.100

(1.655)

(0.294)

(3.217)

(0.188)

(0.069)

Task Change ×
Team Familiarity

Role Experiencea
Offshore Percentagea
Contract Type
Project Complexity
Constant
Observations
Log Pseudolikelihood
Overall R2 / Pseudo R2
Wald chi-squared

-0.163***

-1.354
(1.083)

-1.633
(1.105)

0.272

0.256

-1.692

-1.668

-0.187**

-0.204**

-0.092**

-0.095***

(0.176)

(0.165)

(1.903)

(1.824)

(0.092)

(0.093)

(0.036)

(0.035)

0.177

-0.107

-0.415*

-0.382

5.858***

5.536***

-0.002

-0.004

0.030

0.024

(0.871)

(0.918)

(0.245)

(0.268)

(2.177)

(2.094)

(0.080)

(0.081)

(0.035)

(0.034)

0.722

1.287

-0.610*

-0.854***

12.115***

12.328***

0.356*

0.350*

-0.070

-0.081

(2.000)

(2.086)

(0.319)

(0.331)

(4.253)

(4.067)

(0.191)

(0.192)

(0.083)

(0.080)

0.520

0.367

-0.191

-0.179

1.582

1.473

0.237***

0.235***

0.002

-0.006

(0.519)

(0.497)

(0.124)

(0.126)

(1.161)

(1.121)

(0.051)

(0.052)

(0.022)

(0.021)

-5.794**

-6.535**

-

-

-42.493***

-42.240***

-1.590***

-1.569***

0.184

0.219

(2.617)

(2.691)

-

-

(9.289)

(9.172)

(0.343)

(0.352)

(0.154)

(0.151)

562

562

409

409

562

562

349

349

349

349

-719.1
-

0.1101

0.1807

75.91***

53.95***

86.68***

0.0800

0.1090

-96.83
0.1669

-91.65
0.2114

-476.9
-

-469.6
-

-721.5
-

52.11***

66.89***

82.82***

89.06***

47.08***

57.65***

67.61***

Notes. *, ** and *** denote signficance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively. All models include, but results are not shown for the following variables: number of languages, start year, software language, and number of
technologies.
a

Variable is standardized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation.
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Table 4. Results of the regressions of effort deviation, schedule adherence, schedule deviation, defects, and post-delivery defect rate (PDDR) on
diversity in experience, task change, and binary team familiarity (n =562, 409, 562, 349, and 349, respectively).

DV: Effort Deviation
(1)
(2)
Team Familiarity Binarya
a

Intrapersonal Diversity

Interpersonal Diversitya
a

Task Change

(9)

DV: PDDR
(10)

0.046

0.190

-0.446

-1.059

-0.129

-0.113

-0.063

-0.050

(1.315)

(0.182)

(0.270)

(2.266)

(2.238)

(0.104)

(0.103)

(0.041)

(0.041)

-4.049**

-2.404**

0.464**

0.384

-3.860*

-0.324

-0.183*

-0.241**

-0.119***

-0.090**

(1.070)

(0.198)

(0.265)

(2.103)

(2.284)

(0.095)

(0.117)

(0.038)

(0.046)

(1.623)
0.783

-0.658

-0.200

-0.124

7.858***

4.637*

0.162

0.193

0.034

-0.004

(0.711)

(0.923)

(0.230)

(0.257)

(2.476)

(2.500)

(0.102)

(0.119)

(0.045)

(0.050)

3.367**

2.503**

0.035

0.237

2.777*

0.218

0.032

0.004

0.099***

0.058*

(1.503)

(1.107)

(0.158)

(0.191)

(1.673)

(2.013)

(0.078)

(0.086)

(0.034)

(0.035)

Task Change ×
Team Familiarity Binary
Team Familiarity Binary ×
Interpersonal Diversity
Team Familiarity Binary ×
Intrapersonal Diversity

Wald chi-squared

DV: Defects
(8)

-2.911**

0.469**

-4.740**

-0.183**

(2.185)

(0.212)

(2.165)

(0.091)

(0.036)

2.838**

-0.475**

3.133

-0.017

0.091**

(1.436)

(0.215)

(2.069)

(0.092)

(0.038)

-1.280

-0.090

-1.337

-0.161

-0.052

(1.411)

(0.264)

(2.303)

(0.103)

(0.038)

-1.842*

0.218

-4.648**

-0.074

0.066

(1.098)

(0.289)

(2.294)

(0.137)

(0.052)

2.593*

-0.088

6.163**

0.103

-0.011

(1.378)

(0.294)

(2.610)

(0.117)

(0.044)

Task Change ×
Interpersonal Diversity

Log (Pseudo)likelihood
2
2
Overall R / Pseudo R

(7)

(1.130)

-4.565**

Observations

DV: Schedule Deviation
(5)
(6)

-2.678**

Task Change ×
Intrapersonal Diversity

Constant

DV: Schedule Adherence
(3)
(4)

-0.163***

-5.585**

-5.885**

-

-

-42.440***

-42.185***

-1.545***

-1.529***

0.193

0.242

(2.620)

(2.702)

-

-

(9.290)

(9.094)

(0.341)

(0.351)

(0.153)

(0.150)

562

562

409

409

562

562

349

349

349

349

0.0800

0.1090

-96.85
0.1667

-92.12
0.2074

-476.9
-

-469.1
-

-722.5
-

-719.1
-

0.109

0.185

56.31***

55.69***

79.56***

94.34***

47.07***

59.14***

67.02***

77.41***

53.23***

87.54***

Notes. *, ** and *** denote signficance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively. All models include, but results are not shown for the following variables: role experience, offshore percentage, contract type, project complexity, number
of languages, start year, software language, and number of technologies.
a

Variable is standardized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation.
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Table 5. Summary results of Cox hazard models to examine potential selection effects.
Dep Var: Failure (i.e., dyad not working together again)
All Dyads

Effort Deviation
Schedule Adherence

(1)

(2)

0.0003

0.0002

(0.0003)
-0.0163

Contract Type
Offshore Percentage
Complexity
Observations
Log Likelihood

-0.0001
(0.0002)

-0.0003
(0.0003)

-0.0219

(0.0225)

(0.0188)
0.0006

Schedule Deviation
Defects

(0.0004)

Project Manager - Team
Member Dyads
(3)
(4)

0.0010

(0.0011)

(0.0009)

(0.00003)

(0.00003)

0.00002

0.00002

(0.00002)
0.0272
(0.0245)
-0.0067
(0.0846)
0..0170***
(0.0064)
126,731
-1,357,133

(0.00002)
0.0286
(0.0242)
-0.0070
(0.0845)
0.0165***
(0.0063)
126,731
-1,357,133

(0.00003)
0.0159
(0.0246)
-0.0438
(0.0742)
0.0138
(0.0056)
14,361
-127,212

(0.00004)
0.0173
(0.0245)
-0.0424
(0.0738)
0.0136
(0.0056)
14,361
-127,212

Notes. *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. The following variables are included in
the regressions but are not shown in the table: project start year, software language, # of languages, # of technologies, and
customer fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered by project.
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Table 6. Results of the regressions of effort deviation, schedule adherence, schedule deviation, defects, and post-delivery defect rate (PDDR) on
diversity in experience, composite task change, and team familiarity (n =562, 409, 562, 349, and 349, respectively).
DV: Effort Deviation
(1)
(2)
Team Familiaritya
Intrapersonal Diversitya
Interpersonal Diversitya
Task Change Compositea

DV: Schedule Adherence
(3)
(4)

DV: Schedule Deviation
(5)
(6)

(7)

DV: Defects
(8)

(9)

DV: PDDR
(10)

-2.959***

-4.155***

0.068

0.230

-0.742

-1.826

-0.238*

-0.237

-0.072

-0.088

(1.019)

(1.429)

(0.174)

(0.358)

(2.740)

(3.127)

(0.133)

(0.149)

(0.046)

(0.055)

-4.078**

-2.385**

0.465**

0.379

-4.274**

-0.618

-0.201**

-0.205*

-0.124***

-0.072

(1.649)

(1.144)

(0.197)

(0.255)

(2.126)

(2.345)

(0.093)

(0.124)

(0.037)

(0.049)

0.748

-0.589

-0.186

-0.085

8.170***

4.614*

0.134

0.107

0.038

-0.009

(0.725)

(0.889)

(0.241)

(0.270)

(2.582)

(2.684)

(0.104)

(0.129)

(0.046)

(0.053)

2.127*

1.908*

0.032

0.217

0.716

-2.026

-0.036

-0.059

0.063*

0.042

(1.249)

(1.052)

(0.151)

(0.189)

(1.766)

(2.464)

(0.085)

(0.093)

(0.033)

(0.034)

Task Change Composite ×
Intrapersonal Diversity

-4.429**

0.438**

-5.094**

-0.243**

-0.152***

(2.228)

(0.200)

(2.254)

(0.103)

(0.039)

Task Change Composite ×
Interpersonal Diversity

3.565**

-0.576**

5.606**

-0.055

0.090**

(1.788)

(0.272)

(2.850)

(0.124)

(0.041)

Task Change Composite ×
Team Familiarity

-0.650

-0.358

2.351

-0.204

-0.064

(1.330)

(0.364)

(3.124)

(0.171)

(0.056)

Team Familiarity ×
Interpersonal Diversity

-2.910**

0.232

-5.928**

0.051

0.098

(1.469)

(0.329)

(2.743)

(0.187)

(0.070)

Team Familiarity ×
Intrapersonal Diversity

2.815*

-0.142

7.833**

-0.001

-0.070

(1.709)

(0.289)

(3.257)

(0.157)

(0.058)

Constant
Observations
Log (Pseudo)likelihood
Overall R2 / Pseudo R2
Wald chi-squared

-4.731**

-5.825**

-

-

-41.690***

-41.206***

-1.546***

-1.541***

0.230

0.261*

(2.282)

(2.352)

-

-

(9.427)

(9.288)

(0.342)

(0.350)

(0.153)

(0.151)

562

562

409

409

562

562

349

349

349

349

0.0800

0.1090

-96.84
0.1668

-92.29
0.2059

-478.1
-

-469.9
-

-721.5
-

-718.4
-

0.101

0.160

52.01***

59.38***

81.87***

88.87***

44.75***

55.98***

67.24***

76.21***

48.04***

76.02***

Notes. *, ** and *** denote signficance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively. All models include, but results are not shown for the following variables: role experience, offshore percentage, contract type, project complexity, number
of languages, start year, software language, and number of technologies.
a

Variable is standardized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation.
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